ESTABLISHMENT OF Hi-End SKILL DEVELOPMENT CENTRE AT CEG

The proposal has been submitted to Tamil Nadu Skill Development Corporation to establish Hi-end Skill Development Centres to train Engineering students so as to improve their skill sets to be suitable to get employment in the recent industries.

It is proposed to set up state of the art training facility to offer training on recent trends to improve their prospect of Hi-end skill development.

The Tamil Nadu Skill Development Corporation has come forward to sponsor the fund required for the building of Hi-end Skill Development Centre along with hostels.

The list of recent and relevant equipments and instruments required for offering state of the art training has been obtained from various heads of the departments of CEG and the same has been consolidated and presented to the skill development centre.

The centres will holistically explore ways to provide skill up-gradation for students employees in the industries.

Suitable measures will be taken by CEG to advertise the courses run, facilities available, employment opportunities available after training etc., to general public, all Engineering College and most importantly the major industries to actively mobilize the eligible candidate to take part in the training.

The proposal is under active consideration for the establishment of Hi-end Skill Development Centre at CEG and is likely to come up in a year time.